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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents the development of a physics-based simulation model, aimed at predicting the performance
curves of pumps as turbines (PATs) based on the performance curves of the respective pump. The simulation
model implements the equations to be used for the estimation of head, power and efficiency for both direct and
reverse operation. Model tuning on a given machine is performed by using loss coefficients and specific para-
meters identified by means of an optimization procedure, which is first applied to the considered pumps and
subsequently to the same machine running in PAT mode.

The simulation model is calibrated on data taken from literature, reporting both pump and PAT performance
curves for head, power and efficiency over the entire range of operation. The performance data were acquired
experimentally from four different centrifugal pumps, running in both pump and PAT mode and characterized
by specific speed values in the range of 1.53–5.82. The accuracy of the predictions of the physics-based simula-
tion model is quantitatively assessed against both pump and PAT experimental performance curves. Prediction
consistency from a physical point of view is also evaluated.

The results presented in this paper highlight that all the performance curves predicted by the simulation
model are physically consistent over the entire range of operation. In general, the prediction error on the head
of PATs is acceptable, while the accuracy of the prediction of PAT power, and thus of PAT efficiency, is more
case-sensitive and usually higher. The relative deviation of model prediction with respect to the field data re-
garding head and power at the PAT best efficiency point always seems acceptable compared to the uncertainty
of the original experimental data and to typical deviations of other methods available in literature.

As a conclusion, the physics-based simulation model developed in this paper represents a powerful and reli-
able tool for estimating PAT performance curves over the entire range of operation based on pump characteris-
tics.

Nomenclature

a interpolation curve coefficient
b width
BEP best efficiency point
c absolute velocity
d diameter
D pump nominal diameter
g gravitational acceleration
H head
k index of pump/PAT (k=1, 2, 3, 4)
n rotational speed
N number
OF objective function

P power
PAT pump as turbine
Q volume flow rate
RMSE root mean square relative error
s casing clearance
u circumferential velocity
x parameter for pump/PAT model tuning
y model parameter
Y nondimensional performance parameter (π, η, ψ)
Z hydraulic loss
α angle between direction of circumferential and absolute

velocity
β angle between relative velocity vector and negative di-

rection of circumferential velocity
ε wrap angle
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ζ loss coefficient
η efficiency
λ angle between vanes and side disks
π nondimensional power defined as P/(ρn3D5)
ρ density
ϕ nondimensional volume flow rate defined as Q/(nD3)
ψ nondimensional head defined as gH/(n2D2)
ω angular velocity
Ω specific speed defined as ω⋅Q0.5/(gH)0.75

A outlet casing
ax axial
B blade
BEP best efficiency point
e experimental
E inlet casing
er friction created by the components of axial thrust bal-

ance devices
h hydraulic, hydrostatic bearing
int calculated by means of interpolation curves
k index of pump/PAT (k=1, 2, 3, 4)
La impeller
Le diffuser
m mechanical, meridional component
P pump
Rec recirculation
RR disk friction
s simulated
s3 throttling
sp volute
st stage
T PAT
th theoretical
u useful
V volumetric
Y nondimensional parameter
η efficiency
π nondimensional power
ψ nondimensional head

1. Introduction

Today, hydropower accounts for more than 16% of the world’s
net electricity production, according to a recent study carried out by
Balkhair and Rahman [1].

Small hydro power plants are one of the most important renewable
energy generation sources for developing countries. In fact, they rep-
resent a cost-effective technology that is being used for rural electri-
fication in developing countries, such as India [2,3]. Small-scale hy-
dropower systems are also becoming increasingly successful options for
hydropower generation in small localities and remote areas, as demon-
strated in [1] for a case study in Pakistan. Another example is provided
by a small-scale hydro/PV/wind-based hybrid electric supply system lo-
cated in Ethiopia and analyzed by Bekele and Tadesse in [4].

Micro-hydropower also presents new opportunities for generating
electricity from the existing water infrastructure in OECD countries. One
of the first examples of such an opportunity was presented by Bakos in
[5] within the framework of a hybrid wind/hydropower system aimed
at producing low-cost electricity in Greece and in [6] by Zakkour et al.,
where the recoverable power in the UK water industry was estimated in
the order of 17MW. More recently, Carravetta et al. [7] estimated the
theoretical convertible power in the European Union area to be equal to
28.5MW.

Several papers have investigated the possibility of converting waste
hydraulic energy in the water supply and distribution networks into use-
ful electric energy. Giugni et al. analyzed different approaches suitable
for locating and setting turbines in order to maximize their effectiveness
and minimize water losses [8]. Puleo et al. developed a hydraulic model
to evaluate the potential energy recovery from the use of centrifugal
pumps as turbines (PATs) in a water distribution network characterized
by the presence of private tanks [9]. Carravetta et al. investigated the
benefit of a combination of a PAT, two regulating valves and two pres-
sure meters in urban pipe networks [10]. Sitzenfrei et al. exploited wa-
ter surplus in water distribution systems in order to maximize profits
over one decade of operation [11]. Rossi et al. performed some labora-
tory tests to investigate pump performance in turbine mode in the case
of an aqueduct installation [12]. Capelo et al. studied the application
and optimization of a PAT in water systems when the type of recovery
solution is off-grid [13]. Meirelles Lima et al. proposed a method for
identifying the best network location for installing PATs [14]. Kramer
et al. [15] presented the results of two research projects undertaken in
collaboration with local drinking water supply companies. An extensive
review of suitable hydraulic machinery, an evaluation of the energy re-
covery potential within the South German drinking water supply system
and several field studies (including investment costs) were presented
and discussed.

A structured four-step methodology for assessing potential energy re-
covery sites in water and wastewater infrastructures in regions of the UK
and Ireland was presented by Gallagher et al. in [16]. The same authors
also analyzed the potential for eco-design measures to improve the en-
vironmental and resource balance of five small-scale hydropower case
studies [17] and also quantified the environmental impacts of electricity
generation from three micro-hydropower case studies, using a life cycle
assessment approach [18]. Su and Karney evaluated the economic feasi-
bility of energy recovery turbines in municipal water systems, by means
of a micro hydroelectric plant located in Vancouver (Canada) [19]. The
feasibility of recovering waste energy from typical bio-gas upgrading fa-
cilities by means of a centrifugal pump operating in reverse flow in a
specific test rig was analyzed by Bansal and Marshall in [20].

In 2018, two studies investigated the use of PATs for irrigation net-
works. Perez-Sanchez et al. [21] proposed a new maximization method-
ology for recovering energy by also considering the feasibility of the
installation, while Morillo et al. [22] quantified the potential of hy-
dropower energy recovery in a pressurized irrigation network, assessing
both its technical and economic feasibility.

As highlighted by Sammartano et al. in [23] and by Carravetta et
al. in [24], PATs are suitable for low and variable power, since they
combine low installation costs with acceptable energy production. In-
deed, pumps can be used in turbine mode by reversing the flow di-
rection with the electric motor acting as a generator [25]. An exten-
sive review regarding the potential benefits of PATs is documented by
Nautiyal and Kumar in [26] and by Jain and Patel in [27], mainly for
low capacity power generation in micro- hydropower plants, as well as
in the water supply and distribution piping systems. The use of PATs
may also increase the flexibility of the water distribution network, for
example by changing PAT working conditions in the case of pipe fail-
ure. In fact, Venturini et al. [28] presented an energy analysis aimed
at estimating the energy potential of PATs to exploit the available hy-
draulic energy of water distribution networks. Four pumps were tested
in four water distribution networks, for which experimental data cov-
ering one year was available. By considering the actual variability of
flow rate and available head over one year, four optimal combinations
were identified and the consequent producible electric energy and con-
version efficiency were estimated. An up-to-date, state-of-the-art review
of the two most challenging PAT issues, namely PAT performance pre-
diction and PAT flow stability aspects is presented by Binama et al. in
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[29]. A further innovative application for PATs, not reviewed in [29], is
presented by Gao and Feng in [30], which investigates a circulating wa-
ter system used as a cooling system in process industries. Du et al. [31]
also investigated the feasibility and performance of a PAT used in a wa-
ter supply system for electricity generation, by considering installation
and control strategy.

The cost-effectiveness of PATs has also been recently analyzed. No-
vara et al. [32], for instance, compared data from 324 commercially
available centrifugal pumps. The results showed that PAT unit costs
ranged from 115 to 5,600 €/kW according to their rated power. Another
study by Novara et al. [33] evaluated the cost per nominal power of
280 radial end-suction PATs. Compared to conventional Francis, Pelton
or Kaplan turbines, generating sets relying on PAT technology showed a
cost per nominal power of up 15 times lower.

The optimal coupling between the turbomachine and available head
and flow rate should also be identified by considering transient condi-
tions, as discussed by Carravetta et al. in [24]. In particular, De Marchis
et al. [34] presented the development of a mathematical model able
to dynamically simulate a water distribution network including a PAT.
Simani et al. and Finotti et al. studied the hydraulic system dynamic re-
sponse and its optimal control in [35–38]. In this area, De Marchis et al.
investigate the transient operation of PATs operating in a network char-
acterized by intermittent distribution and by inequities among the user
in terms of water supply [39].

Other issues related to the use of PATs have been investigated in
the last years. Tao et al. [40] experimentally and numerically inves-
tigated the cavitation behavior in the pump mode of a pump-turbine.
Abazariyan et al. [41] presented an experimental study to disclose the
effects of viscosity on the performance of a PAT. Hao et al. [42] inves-
tigated transient cavitating flows in a mixed-flow PAT in pump mode,
using both experimental and numerical methods. Li et al. [43] used nu-
merical simulations to investigate the hydraulic force on the impeller
of a model reversible pump turbine. With the aim of improving PAT
performance, Wang et al. [44] designed a special impeller with for-
ward-curve blades and investigated the method for determining blade
inlet and outlet angles.

The main challenge related to PAT field application is that pump
manufacturers do not usually provide the performance curves of pumps
running in reverse mode. The designer therefore lacks data, which neg-
atively affects the choice of the most suitable machine. Therefore, es-
tablishing a correlation that enables the transformation from pump per-
formance curves to turbine performance curves is crucial. Many re-
searchers have presented some theoretical and empirical relationships
for predicting the Best Efficiency Point (BEP) of a PAT. Derakhshan and
Nourbakhsh tested several centrifugal pumps while running as turbines
and derived some relationships to predict the respective best efficiency
points based on pump hydraulic characteristics. Two equations were
also presented to estimate the complete characteristic curves based on
their best efficiency point [45]. The same authors predicted the best ef-
ficiency point of an industrial centrifugal pump running as a turbine
by using a theoretical analysis and also simulated the pump in direct
and reverse modes by using a three-dimensional computational fluid
dynamic model [46]. Yang et al. also coupled theoretical analysis and
computational fluid dynamics to estimate the performance of a single
stage centrifugal pump [47]. More recently, Derakhshan and Kasaeian
have further investigated the use of computational fluid dynamic tools
to optimize the geometry of the blades of an axial pump used as a pro-
peller turbine, to achieve maximum hydraulic efficiency [48]. Fecarotta
et al. investigated the use of affinity laws to predict the behavior of a
machine operating at variable speeds and also proposed a new model
based on relaxation of the affinity equations [49].

Huang et al. [50] presented an innovative theoretical approach to
predict the flow rate and head at BEP for both pump and turbine mode,
according to the principle of characteristics matching between rotor

and volute. A theoretical formula regarding rotor characteristics in tur-
bine mode was derived, based on the Euler equation of rotomachinery
and velocity relations at the inlet and the outlet of the rotor. The pro-
posed method was verified by means of the experimental results regard-
ing three types of pumps in both pump and turbine modes.

Despite the models available in literature, a procedure to estimate
their performance in turbine mode over the entire operation range has
not yet been completely established in literature. In fact, experimental
characterization is usually required ad hoc and case by case.

Predicting PAT curves is still an open issue due to the lack of infor-
mation provided by manufacturers and the scarcity of laboratory tests
that focus on this topic. Moreover, the models derived from experiments
and available in literature usually refer to a specific type of pumps (e.g.
semi-axial submersible single stage pumps (Fecarotta et al. in [49]) and
horizontal single-stage pumps (Pugliese et al. in [51])) although differ-
ent types of pumps are available on the market and are commonly used
(e.g. vertical axis pumps, multi-stage pumps).

A rather new and promising field of research is the numerical study
of PAT operation by means of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simu-
lations. In fact, a CFD model was built by Carravetta et al. in [7] based
on a 3D geometrical model of the considered machine and the predicted
performance curves were compared to the experimental ones. A CFD
model was also developed by Buono et al. in [52] starting from the real
geometry, with a commercial three-dimensional code. The aim of the
paper was to investigate the possibility of using simulation methodology
to obtain the inverse characteristics of a commercial centrifugal pump.
The analysis presented by De Rose et al. in [53] theoretically estimates
the behavior of a PAT at its BEP and extends the investigation to other
operating points using both a combined theoretical approach and a CFD
simulation under dynamic conditions. The effects of possible modifica-
tions to the initial design of the pump are investigated when running
in turbine mode and their influence on the standard pump operation is
also determined.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, in the last two years, at least
six papers [29,51,54,55,56,57] have specifically dealt with the predic-
tion of PAT performance, thus representing state-of-the-art research in
this scientific field.

Binama et al. [29] presented a thorough literature review of the key
technical aspects related to PATs, i.e. PAT selection, performance pre-
diction and flow stability. The main conclusions of this study are that
PATs provide many advantages over conventional turbines, especially
in off-grid energy systems. However, their selection for a specific site
still presents difficulties as pump manufacturers do not provide reverse
mode operational data for their products. Binama et al. also point out
that numerous studies have been carried out on PAT performance pre-
diction but no universal prediction method applicable to a wide range
of specific speeds has yet been found.

Pugliese et al. [51] presented the laboratory results for two cen-
trifugal pumps running in reverse mode. The uncertainty analysis high-
lighted that the uncertainty of flow, head, power and efficiency was
equal to ±0.26%, ±2.09%, ±2.93% and ±3.61%, respectively. Exper-
imental data were also compared to eleven theoretical models avail-
able in literature. For the horizontal single-stage pump, results showed
that the model of Derakhshan and Nourbakhsh developed in [45] is
reliable even outside the investigated range (i.e. for flow rate num-
bers lower than 0.40) for head, whereas it fails to predict the gener-
ated power for greater flow rate numbers. Furthermore, the compari-
son between experimental data and theoretical mono-dimensional ap-
proaches highlighted how, for the considered machines, the BEP in re-
verse mode can be predicted with differences generally lower than 30%.
The results were extended to vertical two-stage centrifugal pumps, once
again proving that the power curve equation provided by Derakhshan
and Nourbakhsh [45] was only valid for flow rate numbers lower than
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0.40, while both the head curve and the proposed equation for the hor-
izontal pump underestimated experiments by up to 30%.

Barbarelli et al. [54] presented a one-dimensional numerical code,
with the aim of identifying the geometry and performance of a generic
PAT based on passage sections and losses in each section of the machine.
Starting from catalogue information and using design techniques, the
one-dimensional numerical code computes a virtual geometry and then
calculates fluid dynamic losses to estimate the geometrical parameters
involved in the simulation. The method was validated by using labora-
tory test data for six PATs. By comparing the theoretical curves to some
experimental measurements on PATs working at specific speeds from 9
to 65rpmm3/4 s−1/2, the estimation error was in the range of −5.26% to
21.36% for head at the BEP and in the range of −21.43% to 9.30% for
efficiency at the BEP.

Barbarelli et al. [56] also presented the results of an experimental
and theoretical activity regarding PATs. The experimental activity dealt
with twelve pumps measured both on a test rig and during normal op-
eration. A statistical method involving polynomials was implemented,
thus allowing the determination of performance curves.

Tan and Engeda [55] presented a comprehensive correlation aimed
at predicting the turbine mode operation of centrifugal pumps. This
work used experimental data from four pumps representing the cen-
trifugal pump configurations in terms of specific speed and specific di-
ameter, at the BEP of the centrifugal pump in its turbine mode opera-
tion. The estimation error at the BEP of the four considered PATs was
in the range of −7.78% to 5.19% for head, −13.1% to 10.8% for power
and −2.86% to 4.23% for efficiency. This method was compared to nine
methods found in literature. The head and flow at the BEP were pre-
cisely predicted by the method developed in [55], while all other meth-
ods had errors above 10%, in some cases 20% and in others more than
80%.

Rossi and Renzi [57] set up artificial neural networks to forecast
both the BEP and the performance curves of PATs. Experimental data,
taken from literature, were used to train the networks; their operating
conditions in pump mode were the inputs, while PAT performance was
the output. Artificial neural networks proved to be quite accurate. In
fact, during the process, the comparison of predicted and experimen-
tal data achieved values of the coefficient of determination equal to
0.96152 at BEP and 0.98429 for BEP and performance curves.

In this framework, this paper presents the development of a
physics-based simulation model, aimed at predicting the performance
curves of PATs based on the performance curves of the respective pump.
The simulation model implements the equations which allow the esti-
mation of head, power and efficiency for both direct and reverse op-
eration, in the form presented by Gulich in [58]. Moreover, the sim-
ulation model makes use of loss coefficients and specific parameters,
which allow its tuning on a given machine. The simulation model is
calibrated on literature data, reporting both pump and PAT perfor-
mance curves over the entire range of operation. The tuning parame-
ters are identified by means of an optimization procedure applied by
using pump performance curves. The performance data, derived from
literature (Derakhshan and Nourbakhsh, [45]), were taken experimen-
tally from four different turbomachines, running in both pump and
PAT mode and characterized by specific speed values in the range
of 1.53–5.82. The reliability of the physics-based simulation model is
tested against the respective PAT performance curves. In this paper, the
predictive reliability of the simulation model is also compared to sev-
eral models available in literature (not all of them physics-based) and
also to that of alternative approaches in another paper by Venturini et
al. [59]. Specifically, three alternative approaches are considered: two
gray box models taken from literature, which integrate theory about tur-
bomachines with specific data correlations, and an Evolutionary Poly-
nomial Regression model, which is a black box data-driven hybrid

technique, allowing the identification of an explicit mathematical rela-
tionship between PAT and pump curves.

As highlighted by the survey presented above, at present the lack
of knowledge in literature is still too great to make PATs suitable for
field applications, since the availability of PAT performance curves is re-
quired over the entire range of flow rate values (i.e. not only at BEP). In
fact, as highlighted by Binama et al. in [29], PATs are usually applied in
water and supply water distribution systems, which are typically char-
acterized by variable discharges and head drops. To deal with these, dif-
ferent approaches can be used, i.e. hydraulic regulation, electric regu-
lation or hydraulic-electric regulation [24,60]. However, regardless of
the selected control strategy, PATs do not usually operate at the BEP
and therefore they are usually operated in off-design conditions, as also
demonstrated by Venturini et al. in [28] for PATs employed in water
distribution networks. Thus, to effectively estimate the electric energy
that can be produced by a PAT, it is important to accurately estimate
the whole performance curve. Furthermore, in the case of electric reg-
ulation strategy, these performance curves must be known at different
rotational speeds.

This paper tackles this issue, by presenting a modeling approach ca-
pable of predicting PAT performance curves over the entire range of op-
eration (not only at the BEP), unlike most of the studies reported in lit-
erature. However, the development of a physics-based model, as for in-
stance in the approach presented by Gulich [58] which is applied in this
paper, requires detailed geometrical data that are not usually available.
Therefore, this paper suggests the use of an optimization procedure to
overcome this obstacle and thus identify model parameters. This avoids
the use of a specific geometrical model for identifying such parameters,
as proposed by Barbarelli et al. in [54].

Another novel feature of this paper is that prediction accuracy is
quantitatively assessed over the entire range of operation, for all three
performance curves (head, power and efficiency). This complete and
quantitative analysis is rarely documented in other studies.

The reliability of model predictions is also tested in a real-world
case study, by considering a water distribution network characterized
by means of experimental data taken over one year, with the aim of es-
timating the producible electric energy.

This paper is organized as follows: the simulation model is presented
in Section 2, for both pump and PAT operation; pump and PAT perfor-
mance curves, derived from experimental data available in literature,
are reported in Section 3; the results of the tuning and prediction capa-
bility of the simulation model are presented and discussed in Section 4
and, finally, conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. Simulation model

2.1. Pump model

The relations implemented in the simulation model of a pump are
taken from the basic theory of pumps, in the form reported by Gulich in
[58]. The theoretical head of a pump can be calculated by means of the
Euler’s equation presented in Eq. (1):

(1)

The actual head HP can be estimated from theoretical head Hth,P by
subtracting all hydraulic losses between the suction and discharge noz-
zles, i.e. the hydraulic losses in the inlet casing (ZE), the impellers (ZLa),
diffusers (ZLe), volutes (Zsp) and the outlet casing (ZA), according to Eq.
(2):

(2)
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Thus, the pump’s hydraulic efficiency can be calculated as in Eq. (3):

(3)

The useful power is defined in Eq. (4), where Q is the useful flow
rate:

(4)
The volumetric efficiency, defined in Eq. (5), accounts for the leak-

age through the annular seal at the impeller inlet Qsp, the leakage QE
through the device for axial thrust balancing and additional fluid Qh cir-
culated within the pump (e.g. branched off for auxiliary purposes such
as feeding a hydrostatic bearing, flushing, sealing or cooling):

(5)

Therefore, it is possible to estimate the power PP required at the cou-
pling by accounting for all pump losses. Power losses include mechan-
ical power losses Pm, power losses due to fluid recirculation PRec, disk
friction losses PRR, throttling losses Ps3 and friction losses Per created by
the components of axial thrust balance devices. Therefore, the power PP
can be expressed as in Eq. (6):

(6)

Finally, the overall pump efficiency at coupling ηP can be estimated
according to Eq. (7):

(7)

2.2. PAT model

This section presents the modeling approach used to simulate the be-
havior of a pump running in turbine mode, when the liquid transfers
power to the rotor. The discharge nozzle of the pump is an inlet nozzle
to the turbine, while the pump suction nozzle becomes the turbine out-
let nozzle. As previously shown for pumps, the equations implemented
in the simulation model of a PAT are written in the form reported by
Gulich in [58].

The theoretical head of a PAT can be expressed as in Eq. (8):

(8)

The inflow angle α2 to the runner can be determined from the guide
wheel or volute geometry. The flow angle β1 of the fluid exiting the run-
ner, which can be estimated from the throat area, differs from the blade
angle β1B because a vane-congruent flow cannot be expected in turbine
operation.

According to Eq. (8), the theoretical head of a PAT increases linearly
with the flow rate. However, the theoretical head Hth,T transferred from
the fluid to the runner is smaller than the actual head HT between inlet
and exhaust nozzles because of hydraulic losses, as shown in Eq. (9):

(9)

The following relation applies for PAT hydraulic efficiency:

(10)

As previously shown in Eq. (6), the power PT available at the cou-
pling of the turbine is smaller than the supplied power ρgHQ, because
of power losses. In fact, the power balance of a PAT can be expressed
according to Eq. (11):

(11)

where flow rates and powers have the same meaning as in the pump
model.

PAT overall efficiency ηT at the coupling is given by Eq. (12):

(12)

2.3. Model parameters

In general, model parameters include pump geometry (e.g. impeller
diameter and volute dimensions) and flow angles (e.g. α2 and β1). More-
over, since neither the hydraulic losses nor resistance characteristics can
be predicted from basic principles, the turbine characteristics are often
estimated by means of statistical correlations. To this end, the perfor-
mance data at maximum efficiency in turbine operation HBEP,T are re-
lated to the corresponding data at pump BEP. The ratios HBEP,T/HBEP,P
and QBEP,T/QBEP,P are either related to the total efficiency or to the hy-
draulic efficiency, or represented as a function of the specific speed.
Some examples of such functional dependencies are shown by Gulich in
[58], where it is highlighted that calculating the turbine characteristics
on the basis of statistical correlations is subject to considerable uncer-
tainties (e.g. scatter values are typically ±20%), because such statistics
cannot take into account the actual geometric properties of the consid-
ered machines.

An alternative approach to performance prediction from statistical
data is based on loss analysis, as discussed by Gulich in [58]. This pro-
cedure consists of two steps:

• Determining the correlations for BEP flow and head from turbine test
data;

• Using the correlations determined in the previous step for turbine per-
formance prediction.

In this paper, the core methodology outlined by Gulich in [58] is im-
plemented, with some adaptations by the authors, which mainly consist
of the definition of new model parameters and improvements to the tun-
ing procedure through an optimization process.

The parameters x1 through x24, which must be set in the simulation
model in order to tune it on a given pump/PAT, are reported in Table 1.

Fourteen parameters are specific to the pump. In particular, the pa-
rameters x1 through x5 are defined as nondimensional ratios of geomet-
ric characteristics, while the parameters x6 through x11 identify flow and
geometrical angles. Moreover, the parameters x12 through x14 allow the
estimation of two sources of hydraulic and power losses, according to
Eqs. (2) and (6). These parameters may be known from pump geometry
(e.g. x1 through x11) or can be estimated through an optimization pro-
cedure as done in this paper due to a lack of detailed geometrical data.

The pump parameters x1 through x5 and x8 through x11 are also re-
quired for the setup of the PAT model. Moreover, ten additional para
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Table 1
Simulation model parameters.

Parameter
Meas.
unit Description

Pump
x1 d1/d2 – impeller inlet diameter/impeller outlet

diameter
x2 b2/d2 – impeller outlet width/impeller outlet

diameter
x3 d3/d2 – volute diameter/impeller outlet diameter
x4 b3/b2 – volute width/impeller outlet width
x5 sax/d2 – axial casing clearance/impeller outlet

diameter
x6 εsp degree wrap angle of the inner volute
x7 α1 degree flow angle at impeller inlet
x8 β2B degree blade angle at impeller outlet
x9 β1B degree blade angle at impeller inlet
x10 α3B degree volute cutwater camber angle
x11 λ degree angle between vanes and side disks
x12 ςE1 – inlet casing loss coefficient #1
x13 ςE2 – inlet casing loss coefficient #2
x14 yer,P – parameter for estimating Per in a pump

PAT
x15 ϕBEP,T/ϕBEP,P – Ratio of PAT/pump flow rate at the BEP
x16 ψBEP,T/ψBEP,P – Ratio of PAT/pump head at the BEP
x17 ςLa,BEP – PAT losses at the BEP
x18 ςLe,BEP – PAT diffuser or volute losses at the BEP
x19 yZ – parameter for estimating hydraulic losses
x20 yS3,1 – parameter #1 for estimating throttling losses

Ps3
x21 yS3,2 – parameter #2 for estimating throttling losses

Ps3
x22 yer,T – parameter for estimating Per
x23 yu,1 – parameter #1 for estimating the useful

power P
x24 yu,2 – parameter #2 for estimating the useful

power P

meters are required for tuning the simulation model on the correspond-
ing PAT. Parameters x15 and x16 allow the identification of the BEP of
the PAT, in terms of flow rate and head with respect to the correspond-
ing values for the pump (which are known from pump performance
curves). Parameters x17 through x19 refer to hydraulic losses, while pa-
rameters x20 through x24 are used to tune power losses (see Eq. (11))
and calculate the value of the useful power accordingly.

2.4. Tuning procedure

To identify the optimal value of the parameters listed in Table 1,
which allow the tuning of the simulation model on a given pump and
its corresponding PAT, an optimization procedure was adopted, making
use of the tool Optimtool [61] and a solver called fmincon, both available
in Matlab®. This solver can search the minimum value of a scalar Ob-
jective Function (OF).

To this end, the Root Mean Square Relative Error RMSEYk can be
adopted according to Eq. (13):

(13)

The RMSEYk compares the experimental values of the performance
parameter (Yki)e for the k-th pump/PAT (reported by Derakhshan and
Nourbakhsh in [45]) to the corresponding simulated value (Yki)s, pre-
dicted by means of the physics-based model developed in this paper for
all the available NP,T pumps. This index will be used for assessing the
reliability of the physics-based model.

For the purpose of model tuning, RMSEYkint is also defined according
to Eq. (14):

(14)

Unlike RMSEYk, RMSEYkint compares the values on the interpolation
curves derived by Venturini et al. in [28] (Eqs. (16) and (17)), sampled
on Nint operating points of the performance parameter (Yki)int for the
k-th pump/PAT to the corresponding simulated value (Yki)s, predicted
by the physics-based model. In fact, a greater number of available oper-
ating points (i.e. Nint instead of Ne, which in [45] is lower than 20 for a
given performance curve at a given specific speed) allows a more robust
convergence of the OF defined in Eq. (15):

(15)

The value of the OF depends on the values of model parameters
listed in Table 1 and, obviously, the lower the value, the better.

The tuning procedure, outlined in Fig. 1, consists of two steps. First,
the simulation model is tuned in order to simulate pump behavior. The
required inputs are (i) pump geometrical and operational information
(e.g. impeller outlet diameter d2 and pump volumetric efficiency ηV,P),
(ii) pump operating point (rotational speed and flow rate and head at
pump best efficiency point) and (iii) the complete pump performance
curves which have to be reproduced by the simulation model. In this
manner, model parameters x1 through x14 are identified by means of the
optimization algorithm. Then, by using pump parameters x1 through x5
and x8 through x11, which make PAT geometry consistent with pump
geometry and by providing PAT rotational speed and PAT complete per-
formance curves, the same optimization algorithm is also used to iden-
tify the optimal values of the remaining ten parameters for the PAT (x16
through x24).

3. Pump and PAT data

3.1. Field data available in literature

The field data considered in this paper for deriving pump and PAT
performance curves over the entire range of operation are derived from
the paper [45], authored by Derakhshan and Nourbakhsh and also used
for the analyses carried out by Venturini et al. in [28]. Derakhshan and
Nourbakhsh [45] reported the performance data acquired experimen-
tally from four different centrifugal pumps, running in both pump and
PAT mode. The four pumps are characterized by Ω values in the range
of 1.53–5.82.

The pump characteristic values at the respective BEP are reported in
Table 2. As done by Venturini et al. in [28], the experimental nondi-
mensional data reported by Derakhshan and Nourbakhsh in [45] were
rendered dimensional by considering n equal to 25 rps (i.e. 1500 rpm)
and pump nominal diameter D equal to 0.25m. Therefore, the values
in Table 2 represent the experimental BEP, documented by the measured
values reported by Derakhshan and Nourbakhsh in [45].

It can be seen that the four pumps are characterized by considerably
different power values, from about 3kW to about 22kW. Accordingly,
the volume flow rate at the BEP passes from 8.0 l/s to 107.7 l/s and the
maximum efficiency increases from 64.5% to 86.8%. The head at the
BEP decreases from 24.9m to 18.3m, passing from pump #1 to pump
#4.
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Fig. 1. Tuning procedure of the simulation model.

Table 2
Pump characteristics at the BEP [28].

Pump Ω, – Q, 10−3 m3/s η, % H, m P, kW

#1 1.53 8.0 64.5 24.9 3.044
#2 2.41 24.8 75.7 22.1 7.114
#3 3.94 62.2 86.3 21.1 14.926
#4 5.82 107.7 86.8 18.3 22.288

Table 3 reports the operating ranges of the four pumps/PATs. The
four pumps can swallow up to 148 l/s (pump #4), with a maximum
head of 29m (pump #1).

The maximum power consumption is about 25kW and maximum ef-
ficiency is about 87%, with both values referring to pump #4.

Instead, the maximum volume flow rate allowed for PAT operation
is slightly lower than that of the pump (i.e. up to 129 l/s for PAT #4).
The required head is rather different for the four PATs, e.g. it is in the

Table 3
Pump and PAT operating range reported in [28].

Q, 10−3 m3/s η, % H, m P, kW

Pump
#1 0.0–12.7 40.1–64.5 15.3–29.2 1.559–2.525
#2 0.0–43.9 30.0–75.7 10.9–24.7 4.084–9.504
#3 0.0–94.4 30.3–86.3 12.5–25.5 8.465–18.860
#4 0.0–148.3 30.0–86.8 12.4–23.1 14.405–24.800
PAT
#1 10.4–18.3 24.8–63.1 27.0–67.7 668–4.752
#2 19.5–43.5 25.1–71.6 19.8–50.8 817–15.296
#3 31.5–95.9 0.0–74.7 15.4–38.7 0–26.582
#4 55.2–129.3 0.0–78.3 12.1–27.1 0–25.468

range of 27–68m for PAT #1 and 12–27m for PAT #4. The maximum
producible electric power passes from less than 5kW (PAT #1) to more
than 25kW (PAT #4). Moreover, as expected, the maximum value of
efficiency in PAT mode is lower than the maximum efficiency in pump
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mode. Such a difference ranges from 1.4% to 11.6%, depending on the
considered turbomachine.

3.2. Pump and PAT performance curves

In this paper, according to the procedure adopted by Venturini et
al. in [28], pump and PAT experimental curves are modelled indepen-
dently, by interpolating the available experimental data reported by De-
rakhshan and Nourbakhsh in [45]. Venturini et al. [28] proved that sec-
ond-order polynomial functions provide the best fit for all the nondi-
mensional parameters Y, for both the pump and the PAT, according to
Eqs. (16) and (17), respectively. This representation also leads to physi-
cally consistent modeling over the entire range of operation.

(16)

(17)

The interpolation curves expressed in Eqs. (16) and (17) are shown
in Fig. 2, taken from [28]. In these figures, the nondimensional flow
rate is assumed positive for both pump and PAT. As discussed by Ven-
turini et al. in [28], the agreement between the experimental data and
interpolation curves of head is very good in both pump and PAT mode
(in the range of 0.5% - 2.6%), while the deviation is slightly higher for
the power curves of PATs (values in the range of 1.9–7.5%). Therefore,
this also reflects on efficiency curves. However, it should be noted that,
according to the analyses carried out by Derakhshan and Nourbakhsh
in [45], the uncertainties of the experimental data of flow rate, head,
power and efficiency were ±3.4%, ±5.5%, ±5.1% and ±5.5%, re-
spectively. Therefore, the selected interpolating functions expressed in
Eqs. (16) and (17) can be considered satisfactory, since they provide
a physics-responding approach for reproducing the behavior of pumps
and PATs over the entire range of operation.

4. Results

4.1. Tuning of the simulation model

The values of model parameters derived by means of the optimiza-
tion procedure outlined in Fig. 1 are listed in Table 4 for pump/PAT #1
through #4, together with the respective optimization spaces. As can be
seen, some of the optimized values reported in Table 4 are equal to one
of the two extremes of the optimization space. Such parameters refer to
pump geometry (e.g. x1 and x3) or to PAT losses (e.g. x17, x18, x20 and
x21), which are physically constrained. In any case, it should be noted
that the optimization space was defined according to (i) physical inter-
pretation of each parameter and (ii) statistical correlations and rules of
thumb reported by Gulich in [58].

Moreover, it is worth noting that, in practice, the optimal values
reported in Table 4 are independent of the initial guess value, which
was selected as the average value of the two bounds. Moreover, the in-
fluence of the number Nint of operating points selected on the interpo-
lation curves was analyzed. The choice of Nint equal to 1000 proved
a good compromise between optimization convergence and computa-
tional time.

Since the four pumps are characterized by specific speed values in
the range of 1.53–5.82, the model parameters reported in Table 4 may
represent a guideline for setting up the simulation model in order to
predict PAT curves in cases where only pump performance curves are
available.

Fig. 2. Nondimensional head ψ (top), nondimensional power π (center) and efficiency η
(bottom) vs. nondimensional volume flow rate ϕ (symbols: experimental data reported in
[45]; lines: interpolation curves derived in [28]).

4.2. Performance curves predicted by the simulation model

The performance curves predicted by the simulation model for both
pump and PAT are reported in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 for nondimensional head,
nondimensional power and efficiency, respectively. The same figures
also report the original field data documented by Derakhshan and Nour-
bakhsh in [45]. It can be observed that:

- all the performance curves are physically sound over the entire range
of operation;

- the head of pumps is usually reproduced by the simulation model by
means of an almost linear curve, while the head of PAT has an in-
creasing slope as the flow rate increases, as expected. From a quali-
tative point of view, both pump and PAT trends are well reproduced,
but PAT behavior seems to be approximated with higher accuracy. In
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Table 4
Simulation model tuning.

Parameter Meas. unit Range Optimal value

Pump #1 #2 #3 #4
x1 d1/d2 – [0.1; 1.0] 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.168
x2 b2/d2 – [0.1; 1.0] 0.100 0.101 0.185 0.260
x3 d3/d2 – [1.04; 2.00] 1.665 1.040 1.040 1.040
x4 b3/b2 – [1.0; 2.0] 1.665 1.000 1.000 1.000
x5 sax/d2 – [0.0; 0.5] 0.022 0.026 0.343 0.029
x6 εsp degree [90; 180] 135.382 138.474 135.033 134.994
x7 α1 degree [0; 90] 14.131 44.324 44.526 44.68
x8 β2B degree [0; 90] 35.401 39.267 37.622 42.576
x9 β1B degree [0; 90] 43.699 44.654 43.632 42.833
x10 α3B degree [0; 90] 45.004 44.441 44.757 44.24
x11 λ degree [0; 90] 44.055 45.055 45.084 44.899
x12 ςE1 – [0.0; 1.0] 0.001 0.129 0.018 0.001
x13 ςE2 – [0.6; 0.7] 0.600 0.700 0.700 0.700
x14 yer,P – [1.0; 5.0] 1.811 2.000 2.016 2.111

PAT #1 #2 #3 #4
x15 ϕBEP,T/ϕBEP,P – [1.15; 2.00] 1.900 1.478 1.712 1.150
x16 ψBEP,T/ψBEP,P – [1.2; 2.0] 1.412 2.000 2.000 1.883
x17 ςLa,BEP – [0; 0.08] 0.080 0.080 0.080 0.080
x18 ςLe,BEP – [0; 0.2] 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.055
x19 yZ – [0.5; 6.0] 5.423 3.992 3.480 1.961
x20 yS3,1 – [1.1; 1.5] 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100
x21 yS3,2 – [0.8; 1.2] 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.836
x22 yer,T – [0; 5.0] 0.313 0.011 0.011 0.222
x23 yu,1 – [0; 6.0] 1.554 2.827 4.415 5.245
x24 yu,2 – [0.5; 10.0] 9.193 3.099 1.957 1.521

Fig. 3. Nondimensional head ψ vs. nondimensional volume flow rate ϕ for pump (left) and PAT (right) (symbols: experimental data reported in [45]; dashed lines: simulation model).

Fig. 4. Nondimensional power π vs. nondimensional volume flow rate ϕ for pump (left) and PAT (right) (symbols: experimental data reported in [45]; dashed lines: simulation model).
particular, the predicted curve of PAT #1 almost overlaps the experi-
mental data. The quantitative assessment of model prediction reliabil-
ity is reported in Section 4.3;

- power is also qualitatively reproduced well in all cases, even though
the trend of both pump and PAT differs slightly from the experimental
data by increasing the specific speed (i.e. by passing from pump/PAT
#1 to pump/PAT #4);

- as a consequence of the comments above regarding the head and
power trends, the shape of the efficiency curves is also physically
sound for all pumps/PATs. However, the efficiency curves of pumps
#3 and #4 may only be acceptable at low flow rates, while they devi-
ate considerably from experimental data at high flow rates and also at
the respective BEP.
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Fig. 5. Efficiency η vs. nondimensional volume flow rate ϕ for pump (left) and PAT (right) (symbols: experimental data reported in [45]; dashed lines: simulation model).

4.3. Accuracy of the simulation model

The accuracy of pump and PAT curve prediction is assessed with re-
spect to the original field data reported by Derakhshan and Nourbakhsh
in [45]. However, it is worth noting that the prediction errors over the
entire range of operation were not reported by Derakhshan and Nour-
bakhsh in [45]. The values of RMSEYk are summarized in Figs. 6 and 7
for pumps and PATs, respectively. It should be noted that for PAT #3
and #4, the respective operating points at the lowest volume flow rate
were not considered for calculating RMSE, since both power and effi-
ciency were equal to zero.

In agreement with the comments concerning the performance curve
trends made in Section 4.2, it can be highlighted that:

Fig. 6. Root Mean Square Relative Error (RMSE) for pumps.

Fig. 7. Root Mean Square Relative Error (RMSE) for PATs.

- the RMSE values are almost independent of the considered pump (see
Fig. 6). Moreover, the RMSE on power is considerably lower than the
RMSE on head and efficiency. In fact, the overall RMSE is equal to
7.9%, 2.2% and 6.6% for head, power and efficiency, respectively;

- the RMSE on the head of PATs is quite acceptable (in fact, it ranges
from 5.5% to 9.3%, according to Fig. 7), although it is more sensitive
to the considered PAT.

- the RMSE on the power of PATs is more case-sensitive, passing from
1.9% for PAT #1 to 13.8% for PAT #3;

- as a consequence of the combined effect of RMSE values on head and
power, the RMSE on the efficiency of PATs is usually higher than
the efficiency of the respective pump for all PATs and decreases from
19.3% (PAT #1) to 6.3% (PAT #4) by increasing the specific speed.

The accuracy of model prediction has also been assessed in corre-
spondence of the BEP. To this end, Table 5 reports the relative deviation
of model prediction with respect to field data at the BEP. Such a devia-
tion from field data at the BEP is in the following ranges:

- 4.4% to 6.4% for pump head, −3.8% to 0.9% for pump power and
4.9% to 10.8% for pump efficiency;

- 2.6% to 10.8% for PAT head, −1.7% to 4.8% for PAT power and 1.6%
to 27.1% for PAT efficiency.

Therefore, the relative deviation of head and power at the BEP al-
ways seems acceptable, since the uncertainty of the experimental data
of head and power was ±5.5% and ±5.1%, respectively [45]. More-
over, in the same paper by Derakhshan and Nourbakhsh [45], the rela-
tive deviation of the ratio of PAT head at the BEP to pump head at the
BEP (ψBEP,T/ψBEP,P) was in the range of −4.4% to 4.6%. The relative de-
viation at the BEP of the other methods reviewed in [45] varied in the
range of −7.30% to 28.3%.

Instead, for PATs #2 through #4, the relative deviation of model
prediction of efficiency at the BEP is considerably lower (in the range

Table 5
Model relative deviation at the BEP.

ψ π η

Pump
#1 5.7% −1.0% 4.9%
#2 5.3% 0.9% 9.5%
#3 4.4% 0.0% 10.6%
#4 6.4% −3.8% 10.8%
PAT
#1 10.8% 0.0% 27.1%
#2 4.0% 1.0% 2.5%
#3 4.8% 4.8% 1.6%
#4 2.6% −1.7% 2.2%
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of 1.6–2.5%) than RMSE values over the entire operating range, thanks
to the optimal tuning of model parameters x15 and x16, which constrains
the simulation model to reproduce PAT behavior at the BEP. The con-
trary occurs for PAT #1, characterized by a relative deviation of effi-
ciency at the BEP equal to 27.1%, as clearly highlighted in Fig. 5.

As a basis for comparison, it should be observed that the estimation
errors at the BEP reported by Barbarelli et al. in [54] were also consid-
erable, i.e. in the range of −5.26% to 21.36% for head and −21.43% to
9.30% for efficiency. Moreover, the estimation error at the BEP of the
four PATs considered by Tan and Engeda in [55] was in the range of
−7.78% to 5.19% for head, −13.1% to 10.8% for power and −2.86%
to 4.23% for efficiency. All the other methods analyzed by Tan and En-
geda in [55] had errors for head and flow at the BEP which were above
10%, in some cases 20% and in a few cases more than 80% error. There-
fore, the simulation model developed in this paper proves to be in line
with (and in some cases even more accurate than) other methods docu-
mented by Binama et al. in [29]. However, it should be considered that
the simulation model developed in this paper allows the estimation of
the complete performance curve of a pump running in turbine mode.

As a case study aimed at evaluating the capability of the
physics-based model for real-world applications, the producible elec-
tric energy estimated by Venturini et al. in [28] by considering the ex-
perimental performance curves of PAT #2 (derived by Derakhshan and
Nourbakhsh in [45]), is compared to the estimate which can be obtained
by using the performance curves of the same PAT #2 predicted by the
physics-based model developed in this paper and reported in Figs. 3
through 5.

The selected case study is a water distribution network characterized
by means of experimental data taken over one year. The available mea-
sured data of available head drop vs. volume flow rate are shown in Fig.
8. As can be seen, the flow rate of the majority of data is included in the
range of 10–50 l/s, which represents a good fit for the PAT #2 operating
range reported in Table 3.

The producible electric energy, estimated by Venturini et al. in
[28] by considering experimental performance curves, was equal to
40,036kWh. Instead, the producible electric energy obtained by using
the performance curves of the same PAT predicted by the physics-based
model is 40,428kWh. Therefore, the relative deviation is just 1.0%. This
makes the predictions of the physics-based model extremely accurate,
e.g. to evaluate the energy and economic feasibility of PATs.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents the development of a physics-based simulation
model, aimed at predicting the performance curves of PATs on the ba-
sis of the performance curves of the respective pump. The simulation
model was calibrated on experimental data taken from literature, re

Fig. 8. Available head drop vs. volume flow rate in a water distribution network [28].

porting both pump and PAT performance curves for head, power and
efficiency over the entire range of operation on four different turboma-
chines characterized by specific speed values in the range of 1.53–5.82.

The main achievements of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- all the performance curves predicted by the simulation model are
physically consistent over the entire range of operation;

- the relative deviation of model prediction with respect to the field
data of head and power at the BEP always seems acceptable compared
to the typical deviations of other methods available in literature;

- the physics-based approach adopted in this paper may also be used for
the prediction of PAT curves different from the ones considered in this
study for tuning the simulation model;

- the simulation model represents a practical tool for identifying the
most suitable pump/PAT to be installed and for the preliminary esti-
mation of the producible electric energy in a given installation site,
characterized through variable-over-time flow rate and head drop.

In conclusion, the physics-based simulation model developed in this
paper represents a powerful and reliable tool for estimating PAT perfor-
mance curves over the entire range of operation based on pump charac-
teristics. In fact, the results can be considered promising, since (i) pub-
lished data regarding the performance curves of pumps running in re-
verse mode are limited, (ii) no single modeling approach available in
literature reproduces the experimental behavior of PATs over the whole
range of operation, and (iii) the magnitude of prediction errors of other
simulation models documented in literature is often higher. Moreover,
model parameters, estimated through an optimization procedure, may
provide a further insight into pump/PAT operation and, in addition to
performance prediction, may also be used at a design stage.
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